Electron Cooling Technician Needs

Presented by Peter H. Garbincius

after consultation with Jerry Leibfritz – April 14, 2004

complete R&D at WideBand Lab => 28 May
dismantle, move to MI-31, reassemble
install beamline in Main Injector – August Shutdown
=> drives length of shutdown

E-Cool group already has 4 technicians assigned

needs additional 6 Mechanical Techs + 2 Electrical Techs
from late May thru the 13 week shutdown

PPD (Karen Kephart group) has given:

Wayne Johnson (already started)
Angela Prosapio (will start in a few weeks)

E-Cool made suggestions (by name) for Mechanical Techs
who have worked well in the past
These are included on Dave Augustine’s personnel need list